Yale University Art Gallery

Scavenger Hunt!!
Spring-Summer 2015 Edition

HOW TO PLAY: Each picture clue shows all or part of an artwork inside the Yale University Art
Gallery. The harder to find the work of art, the more points you score. So look carefully and look
deeper! When you find the object, look at its wall label to provide you with the information to prove
that you found it! Play by yourself, collaboratively with a group, or on competing teams.
This edition is should be good well into the Summer, 2015.
Yale University Art Gallery is a dynamic, world-class art museum––works can be taken down and
replaced with others beyond the control or awareness of the writer of this Scavenger Hunt. That will
just have to be part of the fun! Now, happy hunting!

YUAG Scavenger Hunt is brought to you by
Beacon Self-Directed Learning
23 Whalley Avenue, New Haven, CT
Phone: (203) 747-8735
Web: www.beaconlearning.org
Scavenger Hunt written by Rodger Roundy (Yale ‘91). Send comments & suggestions to: roundy@gmail.com

01

He’s easy to miss
as we walk by.
Our hunt for Kahn artists
honors this guy.

02

TITLE: _________________
25 Points

PHOTOGRAPHER:_________
25 points

03

Robbing a tomb?
Shame on you!
Now face the wrath of
the Z_______________ .

04

07

They killed me dead
with a knife to the head,
although I tried to maim them.
They said my haircut
drove them to murder.
Really, can you blame them?
YEAR OF WORK?_________
25 points

06

The Emperor and his
fellow hunt celebrants
are enjoying the use
of some elephants!

08

He feels little distress
over his listless mistress.
He just wants to be fed
before she is dead.
WHERE DOES THIS DOG
LIVE? _____________
75 Points

A Metal-headed server
from the far future...?
Stay sharp when you
deal with her or you’ll
need a suture.
ARTIST:______________
50 Points

WHICH EMPEROR?
_________________
100 Points

09

If you think this is some
kind of Rorschach test,
allow me to steer you in a
different direction.
ARTIST:______________
75 Points

25 Points

05

“Why do you hate citrus?”
we could ask the man outside.
But he’d reply “False witness!
It’s just calcium oxide.”

Some say this work
looks like a dancer.
Go Figure.

ARTIST: _____________
75 points

10

“I could paint that!”
“It looks like silly string!”
But could you paint it in ‘48?
I guess Timing IS...
everything.
TITLE: _________________
50 Points

11

Enjoy the inspection
of this candied confection
from the wonderful,
splendiferous
Garvan Collection.
WHEN WAS IT MADE?
__________
50 Points

12

A sparkling silver award for
a young woman’s literary
achievement. Your prize for
completing this Scavenger
Hunt... ain’t nearly as nice.
PRIZEWINNER:_________
______________________
75 Points

13

Simpsons ancestors
are quite myriad
including this example
from the ________ Period.

14

Search every floor and
you’ll eventually find...
WHO IS BEHIND
THE LIES:
___________________
150 points

25 points

15

One day, I and my buddy
Demosthenes will bust out
of our little room to visit my
orange friend above, who is
like a son to me.

16

His gaze is quite haunting.
The search will be daunting.
Scavenging’s not easy,
so I promise no taunting
NAME OF THE BOY:
_______________________
_______________________
100 Points

18

Anything
you’d care to sup
will taste loads better
from a N________ C______.

WHO AM I? _____________
50 Points

17

Finding this grasshopper
wtill give you elation.
He’s with Lizzy & Shelly
discussing STEM education.
ARTIST: ________________
100 Points

19

The conversation will start
over whether this shovel is art.
Our chat’s just part of the show
Duchamp started a century ago.
Look at the shovel, say
“Mind blown” and give yourself
50 points!

25 Points

20

This interlocking lattice
by Erwin the artist guy
certainly raises the status
of which town nearby?
________, CT
25 Points

21

Escape from here
will not be easy.
Beware the dungeons
by ____________ .

22

50 Points

25 Points

23

25

Has he lost his mind?
Can he see or is he blind?
Can he walk at all?
Or if he moves will he fall?
WHO MADE THIS
IRONMAN?
___________
50 Points

24

This strong woman
holds up the king.
Does such faithful support
deserve better bling?

26

This celebration of
brush stroke and color
makes the paintings
around it look
a lot duller.

I spy you from
a hole in the wall.
You’ll have to look
religiously to find me-LOL!
ARTIST:_____________
150 points.

The ‘60s revolutionaries
called the Black Panthers
were agitating for change
and looking for answers.
ARTIST: ______________
25 Points

28

What is this bird?
A Mallord? A Goose?
Who’s the artist with 4 names
who set him loose?
________ ________
________ ________
150 Points

ARTIST: __________
100 Points.

29

This work on paper
is worth many yuan.
Behold these monkeys
by ________________.

25 points

This stool belonged to the
L_______ People
75 Points

27

Demon dagger handles
in this land of lava
were the height of fashion
for the royals of ________.

30

May this image
spur you on to
learn the meaning of
the word “apotheosis.”
TITLE: ____________
__________________
75 points

31

A shoehorn?
A Cobra?
What is this thing?
I can’t say off the
top of my head.

32

ARTIST: ________________
100 Points

33

What does the Fox say?
Nothing.
He’s stone cold.

ARTIST: _____________
50 Points

34

I’m counting on you
to find me!

36

ARTIST:
F__________ D__________
50 Points

37

You’re likely flooded
with questions about where
this is. If you can’t find it,
don’t worry. It’s not the end
of the world.

To find this work with no title
shall be simple, I expects.
It’s a little left-leaning,
(Good luck with its meaning!)
the stoutest of blank checks.
ARTIST: ________________
25 points

Your horse is armored
in case they get near ya,
defending this city,
found in present-day Syria:
D_______-E____________
50 Points

38

ARTIST _______________
100 points

39

Enjoy the passion, savagery
and scale of this painting.
Usually it hangs 20’ high
across the street. Savor this
eye-level view while it lasts.
ARTIST: ____________
75 Points_______________

ARTIST: _______________
150 points

35

Most people want a stable
relationship; but this man
went too far. Will it work
out well for him?
Neigh!

Edgar was a painter in France.
who painted the world of dance.
He also liked horses
setting up on racecourses;
hence this work of early advance.
TITLE: _____________
25 points.

40

We end this hunt with a warning,
to heed as you get in your car:
You surely shall be mourning
if you push this horseplay too far.
ARTIST: _____________
50 Points
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